
URBAN, SUBURBAN AND RURAL 
 

Purpose:  Students will represent different community types (urban, suburban, rural) and will be 

asked to place themselves appropriately within the “community” relative to other students and 

their community types.  

 

Suggested Grade Level:  2  

 

History & Social Science SOL:   
 

Equipment/Materials Needed:  
1. 3 hula hoops. 

2. 1 piece of scrap paper per student. 

3. 3 labels:  one for Rural, one for Suburban, and one for Urban. 

 

Advance Preparation: 

1. Gather together the scraps of paper. 

2. On one piece of paper, write the word “rural”. 

3. On 5-8 pieces of paper, write the word “suburban”. 

4. On the remaining pieces of paper (this number will depend on class size), write the word 

“urban”.  Note that the majority of pieces of paper should have the word “urban” in order for 

this exercise to work correctly.   

5. Place 3 hula hoops on the ground and label each hoop with one of the 3 community types.  

6. Place the “rural” hoop away from the other two hoops, and place the suburban hoop fairly 

close to the urban hoop (see below). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Directions: 

1. Hand each student one of the pieces of paper on which you have written a community type.  

Tell students not to reveal their community type to anyone else. 

2. Tell students to walk around the play area without touching others. 

3. Tell the students to freeze and explain that when you say “go”, they are to go and place one 

foot in the hoop that represents their community type. 

4. Once all students are at their hoops, ask each group to describe their community. 

5. Remind the students that you asked them to put only one foot in the hoop.   

6. If you are outside, ask the students how much grass they see in their hoop.  The rural student 

should see plenty of grass, the suburban students should see some grass, and the urban 

students should see very little.  Explain that this is much like the communities they represent. 

7. Ask the rural student to walk to the suburbs and then ask the class whether or not he/she got 

there quickly.  

8. Ask the suburban students how quickly they could get to the urban area? 

9. Ask the urban students to place their hands high above their head and to place their fingertips 

together as if to represent the skyscrapers or tall buildings that are located in urban areas. 
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Teaching Suggestions: 

1. Remind students to move in a safe manner. 

2. When you select the rural student, make sure that he/she is a student who will not feel left out 

by being the only student in his/her hoop. 

 

Modifications/Variations: 

1. Collect the pieces of paper, redistribute to the students, and repeat the exercise. 

This lesson was developed by the School Health Initiative Program (SHIP) for the Williamsburg James City County Public Schools (WJCCPS), 

Williamsburg, VA.  SHIP is funded by the Williamsburg Community Health Foundation (WCHF). Parts or all of this lesson can be used and 

reproduced without permission provided that SHIP, WJCCPS and WCHF are credited.  
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